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Details of Visit:

Author: ptr_leeds
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 14 Aug 2008 20:00
Duration of Visit: 2+hrs
Amount Paid: 220
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.thedollybirds.com
Phone: 07940119772

The Premises:

my hotel, city centre

The Lady:

Zara appeared quite business like. A Perfect office colleague in both dress and manners. She
would make an Excellent personal assistant (a very personal one indeed). But on closer
examination, she would be quite a distraction in any office: she has this twinkle, this naughty look in
her eyes. Her impeccable appearance can not hide the wanna-have-Fun expression on her face.
Her pictures on the site are accurate, but do not do her justice: She is Very good looking and she
takes good care of herself, she is in good physical shape and she easily can for someone a lot
younger then her advertised age.

The Story:

She was slightly giddy but immediately at ease as we broke the ice with some nibbles and a brief
chat. A very brief chat indeed. Because within minutes a spark jumped between us and we both
exploded with enthusiasm and sheer Lust. This Girl is Hot. Hungry and Hot.

No funny time-stretching games here, but straight to the point. We got along like the proverbial
house on fire and were undressed and on the bed in No Time. And Zara is Good! She knows how
to please.

Somehow, she seems to sense exactly what pleases her partner, and she responds expertly to
every move. She takes initiatives and you can trust her to excite you and keep you on the edge.
She will subtly make her own preference clear as well: A very capable and responsive Lady, and an
excellent Partner in Pleasure.

Zara is Eager and Energetic! I can imagine Zara to be this "predator woman", a man eater in the
most positive sense. She is the kind of Girl-Next-Door for whom your mother warned you (and she
was right: This girl is Delicious).
And Zara is in excellent physical shape. She comes like a train, and she doesn't stop. on the
contrary, she keeps asking for more. After a full hour of non-stop frolics (we had barely touched the
food!) we both felt it was too early to stop and I decided to extend with another hour (a very rare
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thing on first meetings).

Her reaction was to cum at me with even more energy and for a moment I wondered if I could keep
up. I need not have worried: Zara knows what she is doing! Damn, this Lady is Hot. After another
hour of both GFE-cuddles and Olympic action, we were entangled in each others arms, salty with
sweat and deliciously exhausted. We agreed how the Really Good Intimate Action would give us
both a healthy night sleep.

We overran grossly (Our excuse: we had to wait for the driver!). We were about to doze off together
when her ride arrived, and we tenderly said goodbye.
Not for long, I hope.
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